A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
supremacy of the governing class in those years during which
England was still politically aristocratic. Here was a force which
could not only bombard coasts, land troops, or convoy allies
whither it willed; could not only obtain new commercial con-
cessions and make its trade routes secure beyond those of all
other nations; but was also an instrument of war which, being
invincible, might be used for coercion. Any individual Power
lay open to the threat of English blockade, and against such
blockade a Continental enemy could—as yet—do nothing.
Now, a position of that kind should inevitably have led to
a coalition against those wielding so formidable a weapon.
Yet no such coalition was ever provoked. It is not the least
astonishing among the score of astonishing main things in the
story of this 'English Nineteenth Century.' Till towards the
end of the century the French were the only rival upon the sea,
and never equal. England, free from the military expenses of a
Continental Power, therefore able to concentrate upon her
marine power, and having by this time a naval tradition without
a rival, never permitted such strength to provoke reaction
against her. From the disastrous consequences of a coalition
against England in the nineteenth century no intensity of
patriotic feeling within the island, no perfection of moral unity
could have saved the country. By an exercise of political,skill
on the part of the English governing class unrivalled in the rest
of the world, in each succeeding European situation the menace
of an alliance against English sea-power was dispelled: a coalition
never appeared.
Such was the summit reached by the end of Queen Victoria's
reign and of the nineteenth century. An nnmenaced future
seemed wholly certain, and the supremacy of the country as
assured as was its exceptional wealth and its complete security.
But there runs throughout the long business of these eighty-
five years, even past their triumphant conclusion, the unanswered
riddle set by the presence throughout the world of the Irish
people and their religion.
THE INITIAL STRAIN
The Problems. The end of the Napoleonic wars in 1815
left England faced with a group of somewhat disconnected
problems:
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